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Why COVID-19 and cancer are both illusions
• COVID-19 The high Spanish court recently ruled that COVID-19 is a 

bioweapon. Not one country in the wholewide world has isolated the 
COVID-19 virus. The so called COVID-19 Pandemic was congered up as 
a distraction to divert the world’s attention away from the BIG reset: into 
digital currency and world socialism/communism to control all the people. 

• Cancer: Is an illusion in that cancer is NOT a disease but an adaptation 
of normal cells to low oxygen levels and toxicity. There is only one type of 
cancer not 101 different types as put forth by the American Cancer 
Society, the AMA, Big Pharma, CDC, etc. One of my cancer patients who 
was diagnosed as Stage IV throat cancer had his cancer disappear in 
three weeks after the “splinters” (3 infected teeth) were removed.

The psychological function of COVID-19 and cancer
• COVID-19: The falsified death statistics, and false PCR positive COVID 

tests, and Pandemic label was designed to instill fear amongst the world's 
population. It is much easier to control people when they are in the fear 
mode. Most people who consent to “vaccine” do it out of fear.

• Cancer: The world's population has been brainwashed to experience fear 
when they hear a diagnosis of cancer. It has been a concerted effort on 
the part of mainstream media, the AMA, CDC, FDA, Big Pharma, doctors, 
American Cancer Siociety, and other agencies to reinforce the fear factor. 
Most people choose conventional cancer treatment out of fear.
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The natural cures for COVID-19 and cancer
• Natural cures for COVID-19:

a. Hydroxychloroquine
b. Ivermectin
c. Zinc
d. Natural vitamin C
e. Glutathione
f. Curcumin

g. Resveratrol
h. Ozone
i. Vitamin D3 

• Natural cures for cancer:
a. There are no magic bullets for cancer
b. The key is to define the “splinters” and remove them
c. Must change the terrain to prevent cancer cells from surviving
d. Key nutrients essential to rebuilding the body’s immune system:

1. Glutathione
2. Curcumin
3. Organic, cold pressed omega 6 omega 3 oils: omega 6 oils act as 
a magnet drawing in oxygen into the cells preventing the 

abnormals cells from surviving.
4. Ozone: burns up viruses, bacteria, chemical toxins, and raises the 
oxygen level of all tissues. Cancer cells cannot survive in a highly 
oxygenated environment.
5. GCMAF (glycoprotein macrophage activating factor): normally 
produced in the liver.
6.Geolic acid (25% more effective than GCMAF): Go to YouTube 
and search David Noakes.
7. Graveolens: Ruta graveolens extract contains bioactive 
compounds which, independently of known photoactivatable 
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mechanisms, potently inhibit cancer cell proliferation and survival 
through multiple targets.
8. Essiac tea: the formula was given to Rene Cassie by a medicine 
man from the Ojibwa tribe in Ontario in 1919. The four key 
components are: Slippery elm, Turkish rhubarb root, Burdock root, 
and Sheep sorrel; The first three herbs function as detoxifiers. The 

Sheep sorrel functions to kill cancer cells.
9. Capsaicin:  Causes cell-cycle arrest and apoptosis in Estrogen   

  Receptor-positive and -negative breast cancer cells.
    10. The Gift (Mother Earth Labs): Contains Humic, Fulvic acids plus 

74 micro and macro minerals to raise the pH of the body.
11. Cordyceps: Offers a 65% success rate for killing cancer. Not all 
cordyceps are equal.
12. Iodine:  Dr. David Derry, MD, PhD’s book Iodine and Breast 
Cancer documented iodine’s affect of causing apoptosis of cancer 

cells.
13. Rick Simpson’s oil: Derived from boiling down a pound of 
Cannabis indica (high THC - Tetrahydrocannabinol) and applying 
it to skin cancer direclty or taking a rice cornel size dose is 
reported by many to cure cancer.
14. Apricot Kernels (B-17 - Laetrile): Amygdalin from Apricot 
Kernels Induces Apoptosis and Causes Cell Cycle Arrest in 
Cancer Cells.
15. Resveratrol: Derived from Japanese knotwood and /or red 
grapes. Powerful antioxidant and anti-inflammatiry agent.
16. Sulforaphane (from broccoli): Anti-inflammatory, pro-apoptotic 
and modulation of histones are some of the more important and 
known mechanisms by which SFN exerts chemoprevention. 
17. Hoxsey Formula: The secret formula turned out to be a mixture 
of red clover, prickly ash, buckhorn, alfalfa and potassium iodide. 
“You Don’t Have to Die” was the captivating title of Harry Hoxsey’s 

1956 autobiography. His great grandfather, a Kentucky farmer, 
had noted a cancerous growth on the leg of one of his stallions. 
The vet advised that the horse be put down, but farmer Hoxsey 
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decided to put the animal out to pasture and let nature take its 
course. Remarkably, the stallion recovered! Hoxsey had noted 
that the horse always grazed in one particular area and concluded 

that the plants that grew there must have been responsible for the 
miraculous cure. He then blended various parts of these plants to 

produce three specialized “cancer cures.” The secret formulas 
were handed down and eventually put to use by Harry’s father in 
treating cancer patients. 

18. PolyMVA (minerals, vitamins and amino acids): is a nontoxic
antioxidant composed of alpha lipoic acid and the element
palladium. Developed in the U.S. by Dr. M. Garnett, the
discoverer of the Second Genetic Code, it has already proven
effective against many degenerative diseases, including cancer.

The Advanced Brain Tumor and Cancer Poly-MVA Hospital in 
Tijuana, Mexico was one of the first treatment centers for this 

therapy. Starting 23 years ago with treatment of brain tumors, 
they have now determined that the therapy is just as effective for 
virtually all types of cancer.

For testimonials and to order it online, check out the site:  
www.polymva.net

How COVID-19 and cancer suppress the immune system
• COVID virus creates a cytokine storm; inflammatory cytokines, growth 

factors, enzymes all contribute to the progression of tissue damage, which   
overwhelms and suppresses the immune system.

• Cancer: All cancer cells produce the enzyme nagalase. Alpha-N-
acetylgalactosaminidase (nagalase) accumulates in the serum of cancer 
patients and is responsible for deglycosylation of vitamin D binding protein, 
which is the precursor of vitamin D binding protein-derived macrophage 
activating factor (GcMAF), eventually leading to immunodeficiency in 
advanced cancer patients. The increase in nagalase activity in cancer 
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patients is due to the fact that cancer cells release nagalase, and nagalase 
activity reflects tumour burden, aggressiveness and progression of the 
disease up to the point that determination of nagalase activity is a non-
invasive way of evaluation of cancer severity. Nagalase was discoverd in 
childhood vaccines was to be reported by a group of Florida research 
physicians who unfortunately they all misteriously died before their research 
was published.

How the truth about COVID-19 and cancer are suppressed
COVID:  The mainstream media is controlled by the DEEP STATE. They put out 
false statements about the severity of the Pandemic, trashed the effective cures 
(Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, zinc, vitamin C, quercetin, and vitamin D3). 
They censored all the social media by taking down sites and articles espousing 
the noninvasive COVID cures. They published disinformation in professional 
journels (a Lancet article was published falsifying the effectiveness of 
Hydroxychloroquine and was later retracted), disinformation put out over the 
airways, and disinformed the doctors and set up ineffective hospital protocols 
designed to kill the patient. Any physician who went against the official narrative 
got fired from hospital and university positions. Examples were Dr. Simone Gold, 
who was fired as an emergency doctor for curing a COVID patient with 
Hydroxychloroquine. Peter McCullough, a Dallas cardiologist who is largely 
discredited by the scientific community for his assertions that the COVID-19 
vaccines are unsafe and that early treatment options have been suppressed.  Dr. 
Robert Malone, Inventor of mRNA technology, stated that it should NOT be 
injected into humans. His name was expounged from the article which appeared 
in Wikiapedia that spoke about the originator of the mRNA component of the 
COVID “vaccine.” The medical cartel character assassinates competent doctors, 
spreads false narratives, and scares the public with fear mongering (six foot 
social distancing, masks, lockdowns, mandated vaccines, vaccine passports, etc.).

Natural cures for cancer were also squashed by the medical 
establishment in order to mainstream chemotherapy, radiation, and 
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surgery as the only scientific treatments recognized by doctors. Read 
Daniel Haley’s book, Politics in Healing, where he describes in detail 12 
major natural cures that were trashed because it would have reduced 
the revenue stream from chemotherapy, radiation, and surgery.

• COVID-19 “vaccines”  are a form of genocide. These “vaccines”  
make Hitler look like a kindergarten teacher compared to the mass 
killings and sterilizations being carried out by “modern” medicine. 

A recent study from Israel documented that the effectiveness of 
COVID-19 “vaccines” is only 2 to 2.5 months!

• Cancer treatment is a form of genocide. Chemotherapy has been 
documented to have a 97% failure rate. Three Australian physicians 
did a literature review of the gold standard of chemotherapy treatment 
between 1998 -99 and showed that chemotherapy was 2.3% effective 
in Australia and 2.1% effective in the US. I mentioned this in my 
recently published book, Cancer Deconstructed.
I attribute the lower American results to the increase toxicity levels and poor 
diets among the Americans.

• COVID-19 “vaccine” treatment is only treating the symptoms, which are 
the ultimate result of poor nutriton, lack of exercise, clean air and water.

• Chemotherapy treatment for cancer is only treating the symptoms, 
which are the ultimate result of poor quality of foods especially the 
adulterated oils which turn the cell membranes into plastic, air, water, 
chemtrails,  toxic dentistry,  ubiquitous distribution of glyphosate, and 
EMFs.
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• COVID-19 can easily be cured with Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, 
zinc, vitamin C, quercetin, glutathione, curcumin, and vitamin D3. 

Interestingly, three manufacturing plants that produced 
Hydroxychloroquine misteriously burned down; one in Mexico, one in 
the US, and one in Thailand.

How a special form of meditation will resolve your COVID 
and cancer fears

The meditation is based on Nikola Tesla’s magic of 36 and 9.
The meditation is a three step process:
Step #1: Select three positive affirmations:

a. I have no fear of COVID
b. I have no fear of cancer
c. I will achieve outrageous health and wealth

Step #2: Meditate facing the east
East is the primal direction on Planet Earth
The strongest influence of natural law on the Earth comes from the Sun. And the 
Sun rises in the east because the Earth rotates to the east—at every moment of 
our lives we are traveling at hundreds of miles per hour to the east. So, when we 
face east, we align ourselves with the direction in which the planet is spinning, 
from which the primary influences of natural law come to us.

In the morning, as the sun rises in the east, nature comes alive−the energy of the 
day rises and we feel the positive effect. Recent research has also found that the 
brain is sensitive to orientation and that it functions differently when facing 
different directions.* This information can be put to good use in our daily lives. 
So, Face east when meditating, sleeping, and occupying your workspace.
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When we face east, we are in tune with natural law; therefore:

• Face east to meditate.
• Sleep with your head (the pillow end of the bed) to the east. (Second best   

option is to sleep with the head to the south.)
• Work and study at your desk facing east (second best is to face north).

Note: Your meditation will benefit from facing east no matter when you meditate. 

Step #3: Meditate three times a day while listening to the vibrational sounds of 
369.
 • Three stands for creative expression.
 • Six stands for family, harmony, and home.
 • Nine stands for humanitarianism, compassion, and philanthropy.
 • 369 symbolizes caring, providing for others, and philanthropy.
 • 369 also represents compassion, idealism, and creative expression.
 • Main frequencies of the meditation sounds are: 36Hz, 9Hz, 369Hz, 3690Hz.
 • 369Hz destroys unconscious blockages.

a. Morning: say your three affirmations three times while listening to Tesla’s 
vibrational sounds.
b. Afternoon: say your three affirmations six times while listening to Tesla’s 
vibrational sounds.
c. Evening: say your three affirmations nine times while listening to Tesla’s 
vibrational sounds.

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEHYxDy9beU
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East:  East is the direction in which the sun rises. It is the source of light, and 
inspiration—the source of life itself. It is the time of awakening, the beginning 
point. East tells us that it is time to get up, wake up, start moving. It motivates us 
to shake off our inertia and begin our day. 

West: The sun sets in the West at the end of the day. Represents healing 
energy. It brings calmness and tranquility so that you can rest, relax, let go. The 
West puts you in the lap of the night.

North: The North is determined by the polar star, the symbol of stability; it is the 
fixed goal that never wavers. It represents unshakable conviction.  Facing north 
gives direction in life. Whenever you become a little bit unstable, the grace of 
God pulls you in the right direction.

South:  The South is associated with death. It offers complete rest. When our 
physical body is no longer capable of leading us on the path, then the 
compassionate protector of the South, Yama Raja, the Lord of Death, makes 
sure that we get rid of that vehicle and gives us a new one.  
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